CMH HELI-SKIING

PER CAPITA MORE AUSTRALIANS
HELI-SKI THAN ANY OTHER NATIONALITY
Join skiers from around the world for The World’s
Greatest Heli-in BC, Canada. Endless powder runs,
epic tree skiing and unrivalled fun.
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For more details please call

1300 SKI CMH
Email: ski@skicmh.com for your free CMH info package

1300 754 264

CANADIAN MOUNTAIN
HOLIDAYS - HELI-SKIING
AND HELI-BOARDING
The thrill of heli-skiing Canada CMH HeliSkiing is the world’s most comprehensive and
spectacular wilderness skiing experience. With
more than 50 years of experience and 11 heli-ski
areas throughout British Columbia, thrill-seekers
come to CMH from all over the world to indulge
in Canada’s indomitable landscape and powder.
CMH offer a variety of trips and lodges to choose
from. Some of our most popular lodges are
outlined on pages 8 and 9

Typically you get 30,000 metres or 3½
Mount Everest’s worth of skiing on a
week-long trip, backed up by the heli-ski
industry’s most generous refund policy
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Travelplan Hosted Groups for 2019
Gothics Lodge Feb 16-23
Galena Lodge Feb 23-Mar 2
Email: ski@skicmh.com for your free CMH
info package or visit www.skicmh.com
for full details on CMH heli-skiing.
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CMH LODGES
Cariboos

Classic, cosy and flexibility to match the
varied terrain. Customised service with the
highest guide to guest ratio.
Nostalgic Lodge!
Best For: strong intermediate skiers and above
in an abundance of terrain. Ideal for families
and groups of new and experienced heli-skiers.
Relaxed pace.
Terrain:
Location: Cariboos
Programs: Family Adventure, Powder Intro,
Powder Intro (Women Only), Powder Masters,
The Steeps, Signature Trips

Galena
Casual, relaxed living but hard-core
challenging skiing in ultra-deep snow.
Added thrill of cliffs if you want airtime.
Pillow lines and fabulous tree runs.
Best for: strong, physically fit, experienced skiers
and boarders capable of handling the steep trees.
The ultimate snowboarding destination.
Terrain: /
Location: Selkirks
Programs: Private Trips, Signature Trips, Ski
Fusion: Heli-Skiing & Touring

Monashees
Here is the best tree skiing on earth. This stunning
lodge, built with local timber, is accessible by car,
while still enjoying a remote location.
Best for: strong, experienced skiers and boarders
who are physically fit and capable of steep tree
runs at a fast pace. Legendary terrain.
Terrain: /
Location: Monashees, Selkirks
Programs: Small Group, Private Trips, Ambassador
Trip, Signature Ski Touring, Signature Trips, Family
Adventure
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For Currency Adjustment Policy see back page or visit www.travelplanski.com.au/conditions

For more details please call

1300 SKI CMH 1300 754 264
Bugaboos
Soak up history in modern comfort. CMH
began here in ’65; the terrain and soulstirring scenery has kept it going.
Best for: strong intermediate skiers and above.
The varied iconic terrain makes it a favourite
amoungst first-timers and families with a relaxed
pace, as well as seasoned heli-skiers who return
year after year.
Terrain:
Location: Purcells
Programs: Signature Trips, Powder Intro,
Powder Masters, Family Adventure, Ski Fusion:
Heli-Skiing & Touring, Private Trip

Bobbie Burns
Fast access to the middle of nowhere.
A wilderness retreat with big vertical
and bold skiing.
Best for: the technically strong and physically fit
skiers and boarders who enjoy a faster pace. Lots
of vertical. Fast paced.
Terrain:
/
Location: Purcells, Selkirks
Programs: Signature Trips, Small Group, Private
Trip, Ski Fusion: Heli-Skiing & Touring

Adamants
It doesn’t get more remote or enchanting
than this. Long glaciers, deep valleys, and
nobody else in sight.
Best for: strong, experienced skiers and boarders
who are physically fit and capable of steep tree
runs at a fast pace. Legendry terrain.
Terrain:
/
Location: Selkirks
Programs: Small Groups, Small Group Touring

For the latest deals subscribe to our eNewsletter at www.travelplanski.com.au/enewsletter
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